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1.

Whimsical project folder:
https://whimsical.com/film-promotion-DXEVbzmyqQzp7GMrSgBFcz

Figma mockup:
https://www.figma.com/file/yr18dsCYaoiBLTUV7gzkzF/Film-promo-project?node-id=0%3A1

The main idea of the project was to create a website that
promotes the local screening of the chosen film and inform
the possible visitors about this event, the time, and the place.
Using the content-out approach means the work on the
content of the website is always the first milestone of the
design process. After confirming the film choice, I
re-watched it and made some notes and quotes that I could
include on my future website.

2.

Having done some background
research on the subject, I gathered
all the text content and sample
images. I came up with a site
structure of 4 pages and built a
simple website architecture and
order of the content blocks. At this
stage, I used Whimsical to gather all
the info in one place.

3.

After having a plan in my head I
started the search for visual style.
My aim was to incorporate some
elements of international style
aesthetics, as it is the period when
Helvetica as a font became popular
and widely used. Using grid
structure for the layout seemed to
perfectly suit the theme of the film.
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4.

I came up with two main visual
directions and build three mood
boards on Whimsical. My idea was
to use simple geometric forms and
play with grid variations to interpret
the Swiss-style principles.

5.

Initially, I thought to add some
bright colours but after re-watching
the film, the combination of black,
white, shades of grey with splashes
of two tones of red became the one
I decided to develop.

6.

Yes, Helvetica was quite an obvious
choice of typeface, but I thought it
might be rude to use Arial. But I still
have it in my font stack as a
substitution font.
The final colour palette is pretty
contrast and simple.
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7.

The next step was to apply the style
I chose to the content, and at this
stage, I jumped to Figma to work on
mockups. I use the mobile-first
approach and started with the
narrowest of the screens.

8.

My main wow-point on the landing
page became grid header collage,
and I wanted to add some user
interaction for those visitors who
will use the desktop version.
To create the animation on hover I
tended to use sprites.

9.

With mockups done, I jumped to code.
After the review of the first version, our
module leader Prisca added some
comments, on the content as at the first
view the version I created didn’t speak
like a film promo.
I decided to rebuild the structure of the
blocks on the main page and created a
new block introducing the film poster I
designed, the info, the call-to-action,
and the date and place of the screening.
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10.

Prisca helped me so much with my
sprites idea for the header and
instead set of divs it became a list
with background images. For
grid-style layout now I used display:
flexbox instead of grid. The sprites
were saved in png and shown on
hover with background-position
property in CSS. It made my code
much shorter.
Thanks for your help, Prisca :-)
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11.

Take a look at Helvetica film promo:
https://annaindesign.co.uk/applied-art-for-the-web/film-promo/index.html

I prepared all the images in photoshop and optimised the file
sizes. For inner pages, I used header images which were
added to the HTML as picture elements with different scales
of images to be used depending on the viewport width.
After building my mobile-first layout I started adding some
breakpoints with media queries and making small tweaks to
the final layout.
Code validation is the final step, and with all green ticks, the
site is ready to be published.

Thank you

